The effects of external and internal disturbances on the development of boundary layer with heat transfer are investigated by means of direct numerical simulation (DNS) based on the finite difference scheme. The fractional step method is used to solve the governing equations. The external disturbance is generated by a regular turbulence-generating grid, while the internal disturbance is generated by a tripping object mounted on the wall. In order to clarify the momentum and heat transfer mechanism in a boundary layer under these effects, the instantaneous and statistical characteristics of velocity and temperature fields are presented and discussed along with their interactions. The results show that the boundary layer in the case with grid turbulence becomes turbulent even though the Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness is low. On the other hand, in the case with the tripping object, only low-amplitude fluctuations are generated in the vicinity of the tripping object and the boundary layer does not fully developed. The grid increases the skin friction and enhances heat transfer more significantly than the tripping object. It is also found that strong strain in the viscous sublayer, which is induced by the vortical motion in the buffer layer, contributes to the enhancement of heat transfer.
Introduction
Boundary layer over a flat plate is one of the canonical wall-bounded shear flows. The detailed structure of a pure boundary layer without any disturbance has been investigated over decades (Spalart, 1988; Robinson, 1991; Degraaff et al., 2000; Marusic et al., 2010) . However, in practice, it is often affected by other factors such as free-stream turbulence (FST) and wall geometry. It is, therefore, of importance to clarify the effects of such disturbances on the boundary layer for the prediction and control.
There are many studies on the effects of FST on a boundary layer, including not only on a transitional boundary layer but also on a fully developed turbulent boundary layer (TBL). Morkovin et al. (1994) introduced a classical roadmap describing the transition scenarios of boundary layers subjected to FSTs. It is accepted that the transition process starts from the amplification of disturbances taken into a boundary layer through the receptivity process. A detailed review on boundary layer receptivity to the FSTs was summarized by Saric et al. (2002) . Later, it has been shown that the transition location in a boundary layer moves upstream with increasing the integral length scale (Brandt et al., 2004; Ovchinnikov et al., 2008) or the turbulence intensity of the FST (Fransson et al., 2005 Fransson (2011) found that the integral length scale has a relatively small influence on the transition location as compared to the turbulence intensity. Longer integral length scale advances the transition for low turbulence intensity cases, which is in agreement with previous studies (Brandt et al., 2004; Ovchinnikov et al., 2008) , whereas it retards the transition for high turbulence intensity cases. On the other hand, the FST can also affect the structure of the fully developed boundary layers. It has been shown that the skin friction in a TBL is increased by the FST (Charnay et al., 1976; Hancock and Bradshaw, 1989) , but the effects on Reynolds shear stress are controversial. Charnay et al. (1976) and Sharp et al. (2009) found that the Reynolds shear stress in a fully developed TBL increases with the FST. However, studies by Hancock and Bradshaw (1989) and Nagata et al. (2011) showed that the Reynolds shear stress in a TBL is decreased by the FST.
In addition, the tripping effects on boundary layer development have been also investigated by several researchers. The role of tripping is to create an initial disturbance which yields a fully developed TBL. Erm and Joubert (1991) performed a set of experiments to investigate the effects of three types of tripping object on boundary layers. It is found that, in the early stage of the boundary layer development, the statistical quantities are different among the three tripping objects. However, they are affected very little by the types of the tripping object when the Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness approaches a certain value in the downstream region. DNSs of boundary layers were carried out by Rizzetta and Vibal (2007) to investigate the tripping effects generated by an array of cylindrical elements. They found that the boundary layer transitions from laminar to turbulence when the critical Reynolds number based on the size of the tripping elements is exceed. Numerical studies by Schlatter and Örlü (2012) also showed that the initiation of laminar-turbulent transition depends on the amplitude and the frequency of the tripping effects on the wall.
On the other hand, heat transfer in boundary layers affected by FSTs is also of interest since it widely occurs in engineering applications such as cooling vanes and heat exchangers, and the FSTs play an important role in the enhancement of heat transfer. Such problems have also been investigated for many years. Most of the studies yielded consistent results in terms of observing an enhancement of heat transfer by the FSTs Péneau et al., 2000; Kondjoyan et al., 2002; Li et al., 2010; Nagata et al., 2011) . However, in some cases, the effects on mean temperature profile contradict. The study by Péneau et al. (2000) showed that the slope of the log-law region of mean temperature profile varies significantly with the turbulence intensity of the FST. However, in the study by Li et al. (2010) , such variation is not observed. Moreover, showed a unique behavior in mean temperature that not only the wake region but also the log-law region disappears under the effects of the FST. However, the interaction between the flow and temperature fields has been hardly discussed yet.
In view of the analysis above, in this paper, the effects of both an external disturbance generated by a regular turbulence-generating grid and an internal disturbance generated by a tripping object on a boundary layer with heat transfer are investigated by a three-dimensional direct numerical simulation (DNS). The instantaneous and statistical characteristics of velocity and temperature fields are presented to clarify the momentum and heat transfer mechanism in a boundary layer under these effects. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the computational domain for the two cases. It is a rectangular parallelepiped box
DNS details 2.1 Computational domain
Here, H is the height of the computational domain, and x , y , and z denote the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise coordinate axes, respectively. The origin of the coordinate is at the center and bottom end of the grid and the tripping object. For the case with the grid, a biplane regular grid is installed at a location of . The streamwise profiles of normalized mean pressure drop, P , caused by the turbulence-generating grid and the tripping object are plotted in Fig. 2 . Here, P is averaged in the z y  plane. As expected, P peaks immediately downstream of the turbulence-generating grid, and it generates a much larger pressure drop than that in the case with the tripping object. Note that the influence of the grids mounted on the wall on the transition of the boundary layer is assumed to be negligible (Nagata et al., 2011) . 
Computational mesh system
The Cartesian mesh system with mesh numbers of 160 200 624   in the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions is used. Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the spatial resolutions along the streamwise and wall-normal directions, respectively. In the streamwise direction, the mesh points are concentrated around the grid and the tripping object
of that in the far downstream, which enables an accurate calculation with high efficiency. Due to the large velocity gradient in the boundary layer, the mesh points in the wall-normal direction are also clustered near the wall by using a hyperbolic tangent function. Uniform mesh spacing is employed in the spanwise direction. The spatial resolutions normalized by the wall units are 33
. This is in agreement with pervious simulations (Nagata et al., 2010; Suzuki et al., 2013) , ensuring the accuracy of the spatial resolution near the wall. 
Governing equations and numerical method
The governing equations are the continuity equation, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, and the scalar transfer equation, normalized by the free-stream velocity,  U , the height of the computational domain, H , and the temperature difference between the free-stream and the wall,
The fractional step method is used to solve these governing equations. A semi-implicit third-order Runge-Kutta scheme proposed by Le and Moin (1991) is employed for time advancement. So as to increase the numerical stability with less computational cost, only the viscous and diffusion terms along wall-normal direction are advanced implicitly by using the Crank-Nicolson scheme at each sub-step. The normalized computational time step is set to 0005 . 0  t , which typically corresponds to Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition of CFL 12 . 0  . The resulting Poisson equation for pressure is solved at each sub-step by Bi-CGstab iterative method (Van Der Vorst, 1992) . In order to prevent the spurious pressure oscillations, the staggered arrangement for velocity, pressure, and temperature is employed; in other words, the pressure and temperature are stored at the center of the mesh volume and the velocities are located at the center of the mesh surface.
With regard to the spatial discretization, the convection terms are discretized by using a fully conservative second-order central difference scheme proposed by Morinishi and Lund (1998) and Kajishima (1999) to enhance the conservation of the kinetic energy for incompressible flow. The viscous and diffusion terms along streamwise and wall-normal directions are discretized by the second-order central difference scheme. In order to increase the accuracy, the fourth-order central difference scheme is adopted for the discretization of the viscous and diffusion terms along spanwise direction. Reynolds number based on  U and M is 3333. The Prandtl number is set to 0.71.
Boundary conditions
A uniform flow without any disturbance is given as the inflow boundary condition but a 7 / 1 power law is employed near the wall region of H L y 125 . 0  . The convective outflow conditions for velocity and temperature,
are applied at the exit. Here, ) ( y U C is the convective velocity obtained by averaging the streamwise velocity over the spanwise direction at the exit. The non-slip and constant temperature ( 0  T ) conditions are imposed on the wall, while the slip and constant temperature ( 1 
T
) conditions are applied to the upper boundary. The periodic boundary condition is applied in the spanwise direction. On the surface of the grid, the interpolation method is applied to make the velocity zero. For the pressure, the Neumann boundary condition ( 0
Characteristics of grid turbulence
The spatial development of boundary layers strongly depends on the characteristics of grid turbulence such as the turbulence intensity and the integral length scale. The normalized turbulence intensity of grid turbulence is defined as
where the prime denotes the fluctuation. 
where denotes a temporal average. The local integral length scale normalized by the boundary layer thickness at 4  H x (with grid turbulence),   L , along with Tu is compared with the previous studies (Charnay et al., 1976; Hancock and Bradshaw, 1989; Sharp et al., 2009; Nagata et al., 2011) in Fig. 6. 
Results and discussion 4.1 Instantaneous flow and temperature fields
Figures 7 and 8 show the contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity and temperature on the y x  plane at 0  z , respectively. It is confirmed that the grid generates velocity fluctuations in the entire region and it interacts with the boundary layer ( Fig. 7(a) ), while the tripping object creates disturbances only near the wall (Fig. 7(b) ). Similarly, the growth of the thermal boundary layers is observed in Figs. 8 (a) and (b) . Compared to the case with the tripping object, heat transfer is more significant in the case with grid turbulence, especially in the downstream region. T deviate from the log-law distribution and agree with the data obtained by Nolan et al. (2010) for velocity and the data obtained by Wu and Durbin (2000) for temperature in transitional boundary layers, respectively. This means that the boundary layer in the case with the tripping object is not fully developed. Re is plotted in Fig. 10 . Note that the value of 12 H is about 2.6 in a laminar boundary layer based on the Blasius solution and is 1.5 in turbulent boundary layers (Ovchinnikov et al., 2008; Chauhan et al., 2009; Wu and Moin, 2009; Schrader et al., 2010; Schlatter and Örlü, 2012) . In the case with the tripping object, 12 H is smaller than the typical value in a laminar boundary layer and does not approach the typical value in a turbulent boundary layer. This evidences the fact that the boundary layer flow is to some extent transitional. On the other hand, 12 H in the case with grid turbulence lies around 1.5 in the whole region, meaning it is a turbulent boundary layer. 
Mean profile

Integral quantities

. In the case with the tripping object, the displacement thickness is larger than that in the case with grid turbulence. This can be explained by the different mean velocity profiles between these two cases. In the case with the tripping object, the boundary layer is still in transition, resulting in the larger velocity deficit with respect to the case with grid turbulence of which the boundary layer is turbulent. On the other hand, the momentum thicknesses in these two cases are almost the same in the upstream region but the value is a little larger downstream in the case with grid turbulence.
Fluctuation profiles
The normalized root-mean-square (rms) values of the velocity fluctuations at different streamwise locations are shown in Fig. 12 . In the case with grid turbulence, w' in the case with the tripping object become much smaller along the streamwise direction, suggesting that the effect of the tripping object becomes small in the downstream region and the boundary layer has a laminar-like structure. This also results in the smaller  in the downstream region in Fig. 11 and large 12 H in Fig. 10 in comparison with the case with grid turbulence. Figures 13 and 14 show the wall-normal distributions of the Reynolds shear stress and the wall-normal heat flux at 250 Re   , respectively. It is observed that, in the case with grid turbulence, both the Reynolds shear stress and the wall-normal heat flux are larger than those in the case with the tripping object. The correlation coefficients for ' u and ' v , and ' v and ' T , 
at 250 Re   are also plotted in Fig. 15 . In the experiments for a pure turbulent boundary layer by Chen and Blackwelder (1978) , (Fig. 15 (b) ), uv R and vT R follow the same trend as seen in the experiments by Chen and Blackwelder (1978) but the constant values are larger since the flow is still in transition. 
Wall quantities
The skin friction coefficient, f C , and the Stanton number, St , are two important wall quantities in boundary layers. They are defined as 
It indicates that the effect of the tripping object on the boundary layer is very small. On the other hand, f C in the case with grid turbulence is larger than the typical value in a turbulent boundary layer obtained by Karman and Schoenherr (1996) 
In the case with the tripping object, St is larger than the typical value for a laminar boundary layer in the upstream region but it approaches the same value in the downstream region since the effect of the tripping object disappears. On the other hand, in the case with grid turbulence, St is larger than the typical value of a turbulent boundary layer in the region where 200 Re   . It means that heat transfer is more enhanced by grid turbulence. The relationship between the momentum and heat transfer can be expressed by the analogy factor, ) 2
. It is known that, when the analogy factor is constant, the momentum transfer is analogous to the heat transfer, i.e. the Reynolds analogy holds. Fig. 18 shows the streamwise distribution of the analogy factor. ) 2 ( f C St lies around 1 and 1.1 for the case with the tripping object and grid turbulence in the downstream region, respectively, indicating that the Reynolds analogy holds in these two cases. However, in the vicinity of the origin where the grid and tripping object are placed, the analogy factors increase, implying that the Reynolds analogy does not hold in this region. This is mainly due to the high turbulence intensity of grid turbulence and the fluctuations generated by the tripping object near the origin. Beside, in the whole region, the analogy factor in the case with grid turbulence is a little larger than that in the case with the tripping object. Fig. 18 The analogy factor
The contribution of the vortical motions to heat transfer is investigated. Figure 19 shows 
where
Conclusion
DNSs of boundary layers with heat transfer subjected to the external and internal disturbances have been performed to investigate the effects of such disturbances on the flow field and heat transfer in boundary layers. The results are summarized as follows:
(1) The boundary layer in the case with grid turbulence becomes in turbulent state even though , as marked by dotted circles. This high-strain-region is caused by the vortical motion just above the viscous sublayer as shown in Fig. 21 (Kim et al., 1987) . tripping object and the flow in the downstream region has a laminar-like structure under the current condition.
(2) Compared to the case with the tripping object, the skin friction (measured as skin friction coefficient) and the heat transfer (measured as the Stanton number) in the case with grid turbulence are larger and the differences appear more clearly in the upstream region. (3) Strong strain in the viscous sublayer, which is induced by the vortical motion in the buffer layer, contributes to the enhancement of heat transfer.
